
stabilize these dunes.” 

new plants to take root. 

ut the dune is not a mere maintenance problem. It is 5 

their natural course.” But the also a constant reminder of the drastic ways in which man 
alters his environment. Almost tdally lacking in 
vegetation the dune is not a natural but a disturbed, land 
dorm said Graham Giese, scientist at the Provincetown 
‘enter for Coastal Studies. It is one of the many casualties 
of the massive deforestation of the Outer Cape that began 
s early as the 17th century. 
Provincetown’s sandy land mass was relatively stable. 

until the early aettlers leveled miles of Outer Cape forests 
or pasture, crops and wood. Colonists cleared the woods 
or pasture and to build boats and houses. Throughout the 
800’s cordwood was cut extensively to evaporate 
seawater in making salt. Without stabilizing vegetation, 
amd forms like the dunes that border Route 6 have nothing 

stop them from constant shifting. 
Provincetown, the hook of Cape Cod, is geologically 
unique among Cape towns because it is comprised almost 
completely of sandy material, making it more prone to 

d and wave erosion than other areas, Giese said. While 
rest of the Cape, largely glacial in origin, contains silt 

sand d clay as well as sand, the hook was formed from sandy 
sediment. Instead of providing solid ground for stabilizing 

ion, there is only shifting sand, moved by water 
d often Violent winds. 
In a description of Provincetown by a soil scientist at the 

University of Massachusetts, John M. Zak said the soils 
ere are infertile, “the land is eroded, recurrent fires are 
common light intensities are extremely high, and 
esiccating winds blow almost continuously. 

“Under such environmental conditions, little but 
pioneer vegetation is found anywhere,” Zak said. “This  
lack of vegetation leaves the sand dunes free to s 

forms, he said. They we 
their stabilizing vegetation. 

plagues state highway workers is just 

aerial photographs 
determine how fast they 

Seashore to restrict dune walking 
By Carl Goldberg The walking limits will not be as far-reaching as the neath the feet of pedestrians The Seashore when it .__- 

With no fanfare and no public discussion, Seashore ORV ban because they affect only the main access to the over in 1960, inherited the problem of controlling 
Superintendent Herbert Olsen will put new regulations dunes. Less travelled dune routes to bay beaches like Her- dunes. 

next to the Beech Forest and out to Race Point will not be consequent erosion of the dunes, the new restrictions in the dunes. 
Olsen said Tuesday a 30-minute time limit for parking in affected. the most comprehensive proposed SO far. 

the dune parking lot on Route 6 will be imposed, fences The rationale for the walking limits, however, is vir- ;- 
Will be erected at the tops of dunes around the lot, and tually the same as that of the O R ~  ban: preservation of The 30-minute parking limit will, Olsen hopes, keep 
rangers will be stationed seven days a week in the parking beach grass and other vegetation in a sensitive area walkers from going very far into the dunes or making 
lot to control crowds that walk to the dunes. 

battle in April over Seashore regulations banning off-road dunes and keeps them from eroding. 
“We are trying to permit as much public use as possible except the slopes around the parking lot. vehicles from the dunes and bay beaches of Provincetown. 

The walking limits combined with the ORV ban will without damaging the area,” Olsen said. 
effectively eliminate almost all human presence from most Mary-Jo Avellar chairmain of the Provincetown of the dunes. so far, however, the proposed walking limits have pro- said Tuesday she also opposes his pedestrian regulations. they should not walk deep into the dunes. 

She accused Olsen of taking away “the right of people to voked no vocal opposition comparable to the storm of 
public protest before the ORV ban went into effect, be- use a recreational park for recreational purposes.” 

‘‘They can’t drive in it and now they can’t Walk in it,’’ cause no one was forewarned until now. 
This move represents a marked difference in Seashore Avellar said angrily. procedure in implementing the management policies. The The new regulations are not, however, a total bolt from 

ORV bans were debated at two public hearings and at a 
Seashore Advisory Commission meeting before Olsen the blue, despite their sudden announcement and severe 

effects. acted. The walking limits are apparently a unilateral deci- The problem of dune erosion dates back to the 18th 
century, when early settlers, needing wood for building 

into effect next month that will dramatically limit walking ring Cove and Hatches Harbor or throughout the dunes Aimed at preventing the further destabilization 

Olsen said studies made by the Seashore show heavy tempting trek across the dunes to the ocean. 
The pedestrian limits come three months after a heated foot traffic destroys the beach grass that stabilizes the Snow fencing along the crest of the dunes around 

parking lot will physically limit foot access to all a 

Park rangers will also be on duty seven days a we 
selectmen and a staunch opponent of Olsen’s ORV limits, enforce the Parking time limit and explain to visitors 

and burning, cut down the trees that then grew in a forest 

atop Although the dunes. they are resplendent with a unique natural 
unstable phenomenon created by 
the winds, the pull of gravity and be- 


